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De-Wipe® 

The only biodegradable decontaminating wipes that remove 
toxins and block contaminants from entering the skin.

Product advantages
Unique encapsulating formulation, removes toxins and blocks the entry of contaminants. 

The only biodegradable decontaminating wipe on the market.

Takes care of your skin, alcohol-free formula. 

Dermatologically tested.

Lasting humidity. 

Cold effect wipe.

Scientifically tested and approved against 17 of the most toxic chlorinated dioxins. 

Scientifically tested and approved against 8 of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.

Eliminate more than 99% of pollutants present on the skin after service: particles, bacteria, residues HAP Polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons such as Benzopyrene, (study carried out and approved by Manchester Metropolitan University, Report Number: R / 

DW001 / F, 6 August 2019).

Wet wipes for instant cleaning of visible parts after a fire: face, neck, hands, wrists, ears and nose. Designed for 
fire, police, military, and emergency services.
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Do you have any doubts? Contact us: customer.service@vallfirest.com | T. +34 938 678 779

A simple solution for the safety, well-being and 
hygiene of firefighters and emergency services

Studies done around the world have shown that firefighters are up to 3 times more likely 
to develop cancer before age 75 than the rest of the population. This figure rises to five if 
we add long time and continuity of exposure without adequate cleaning and decontami-
nation.

Immediate and lasting protection against dangerous pollutants for firefighters and 
emergency forces.

Eliminate more than 99% of contaminants present on the skin after service: particles, 
bacteria, residues HAP Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons such as Benzopyrene.

CANCER
is the leading cause of death for

 firefighters

Human skin is

400% 
 

more absorbent with every 
5º temperature rise

more likely to develop cancer than 
anyone else

Firefighters are

3x 

The Solution...

De-Wipe - scientifically formulated 

and proven to help eliminate the 

risk of carcinogens and bacteria 

thanks to a proactive principle that 

protects the skin against toxicities.

Available options:

• Biodegradable wipe 30x20 - Pack 40 units.
• Biodegradable wipe 60x30 - 1 unit.
• Biodegradable wipe 30x20 - 1 unit.


